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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….
Verizon Data Leak
Cybersecurity startup Upguard recently discovered a major issue with
Verizon’s security settings, exposing personal data from over 6 million
customers online. This Wednesday, Verizon confirmed their blunder, saying it
was caused by “human error.” Full names, phone numbers, and PIN codes of
many users were readily available online for nine days from June 13 to June
22.
The issue has been traced back to NICE Systems, an Israelibased customer
support service and partner of Verizon. According to Upguard, stored user data
became available to anyone who had the link to NICE’s servers for over a
week. With access to this information, scammers can impersonate customer
service representatives more easily.
Verizon had been using Amazon S3 storage units, which are used by many
businesses for cloud storage. They have also been linked to multiple security
breaches over the last few months. By default, Amazon keeps these servers
private to their owners, but security can easily be disabled manually.
Dan O’Sullivan, a cyber resilience analyst for Upguard, says these changes
are usually made accidentally. "As data becomes more powerful and more
accessible, the potential consequences for it to be misused also becomes more
dangerous," says O’Sullivan.
By Ben Snyder

Iceberg Breaks Off
Last month an iceberg almost the size
of Delaware broke from a major ice
shelf in Antarctica. It’s half the size of
the biggest iceberg ever recorded.
People are saying that this iceberg is so
big that scientists will have to redraw
the maps of Antarctica. Scientist also
say that they have been expecting this to happen for a while and was not
caused by climate change. They rst saw the signs the iceberg breaking off
seven years ago, in 2010 and that they were surprised at how long it took for
the iceberg to break off. Scientists predict that the iceberg will be called
A68. We are lucky that this iceberg breaking off did not affect anyone.
Read more on the CNN website at
http://www.cnn.com/2017/07/12/world/larsen-c-antarctica/index.html.
By Liana Min
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A Poem
Hello.
This is a
Poem.
What is it
About?
Um, why
Does that
Matter?
You know what
It is.
You know
You have nothing
To lose
By reading
This.
So why not
Plunge
In?
Ella Lipsitch
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What if Every Human Ever Born Came Back to
Life Today?
A big thing that happened this year that you probably
haven’t heard about yet is that the world popula on recently
surpassed 7.5 billion people. This means there are more
humans alive right now than at any other point in history. But
how many humans have ever existed in human history and
what would happen if they all suddenly came back to life at
the same age and same loca on they were when they died?
To start, it’s es mated that ever since the year 50,000 BCE,
which is a good date for the emergence of modern Homo
Sapiens, there have been a total of 108.2 billion humans who
were ever born. Because the current popula on is 7.5 billion, it
means that only 7% of all humans who ever existed are
currently alive today.
What’s more interes ng is that the ra o of the living to the
dead will increase throughout the years. For example, the
popula on in 2050 is expected to be 9.7 billion, which means
that at that point, all humans alive will represent 8.6% of all
humans who have ever existed. But even then, the number of
dead people will outnumber the living by 11:1. So what would
happen if every human who has ever died suddenly came back
to life right now in 2017?
Firstly, 100.7 billion people would be added to the global
popula on. But what would the people who came back to life
actually look like? They would probably all be very young, as
throughout a lot of human history life expectancy was very low
and infant mortality rates were very high. Life expectancy to
the end of the Neolithic Era, for example, is believed to have
been only 33 years of age. But during the Bronze and Iron
ages, life expectancy if believed to have decreased to just 26
years! Life expectancy in ancient Greece is believed to have
been 28 years and in ancient Rome, 20‐30 years. Most children
at this me did not live past 10 years, and in the Roman
Empire, if a child survived 10 years, their life expectancy was
raised to about 47 years. The highest life expectancy before
the Industrial Revolu on was in the Islamic Caliphate (also
called the Arabian Empire), where the average person was
expected to live past 35. For comparison, the lowest life
expectancy right now is in Sierra Leone, where the average life
expectancy is 50.1 years.
Wealthy, noble, or educated dead people would be much
older. Scholars in the Islamic Caliphate had an expected life
expectancy of 69‐75 years, much higher than the average
person. English aristocrats in 1500 had a life expectancy of 71
years, which is the current global average for life expectancy.
This means that the average person today will live to be the
same age as an elite member of the English nobility did 500
years ago.
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With all of this data, it is safe to assume that most of the
dead people brought back to life would be younger than the
current world popula on. Most of them would be children or
infants and a majority of them would certainly be under the
age of 33. The majority of people would be males, because
currently, about 51% of babies born are male and 49% are
female. Assuming this has always been true, then it's probable
that a majority of the dead would be male.
Finally, most people would live in rural areas, since
historically, most people have lived outside of ci es in the
country. As recently as 1950, only 29% of people lived in ci es,
so it’s pre y safe to assume that most of the dead would come
back to life in the country.
Obviously, such a sudden popula on boom would put a big
strain on Earth’s resources. It’s es mated that our planet
maybe able to support a popula on of 10 billion people, so if
107 billion people suddenly came to existence, it would be
catastrophic. There would not be enough food for everyone
since there is not enough farmland in the world for that many
people. We already use a land area larger than Asia globally to
support 7.5 billion people, so we would run out of space very
fast. It’s likely that within two months of the event, 90% of the
popula on, both living and previously dead, would die of
starva on. It’s very likely that a er we have recovered from
the shock of the popula on spike, there would be a massive
global war over the control of food, water, and other
resources. The end result would be most people dying and the
world would eventually stabilize at 10 billion people. This
means that about 2.5 billion of the previously dead people
have a chance to survive the apocalypse and live with the
other survivors.
As always, this ar cle was inspired by my favorite YouTube
channel, RealLifeLore. All informa on was taken from his
video, What if Every Human Ever Born Came Back to Life
Today?
by Ben Ruigomez

New School in Brookline
Hello, CAAP people! As you may or may not
already know, Brookline is making a new K-8 school
due to so many new students moving here. It is
predicted that the K-8 grade population in Brookline
will increase by around 700 students in the next 3
years. Earlier in October, Brookline o cials considered
having the new school share a location with the Baker
school in Brookline, however that is no longer the case.
The new Brookline school is going to be located in the
Baldwin school on Heath street. The old school is
currently used as a specialty high school program and
for day care. Look out for the new school coming soon!
-Twyla Daley
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Tag
Yo, thank you Anna for tagging me! My name is Luca Rudenstine (rudeenstine @glennen) and I am 13. This
is my fourth year at CAAP? Yeah it’s my fourth year. I mainly take dance classes at camp but I also take improv
second period. During the year I row for CRI (Community Rowing Inc.) on the Charles. So far this summer I
have gone to Santa Monica CA. and CAAP. Later this summer I’ll go to Camp Cody, a sleepaway camp in New
Hampshire. I’ve got to be honest, the activities at camp beat Cody by a mile. I can’t imagine a summer without
CAAP. This place is dope. For my tag I will be tagging Sahara Curry the major baller.10

Today’s Noon Time Show was amazing! Pam, Omar, and Marco were the Scarecrow, Dorothy, and the Tin Man, journeying
from Oz! Upon escaping from the Wicked Witch Of The West, they found themselves at CAAP and were able to witness the
amazing Noon Time Show today! First up, there was a super cool show by Gymnastics, where gymnasts performed rolls,
cartwheels, aerials, round-offs, back ips and more! Accompanied by music, this really was an awesome performance! Next,
Digital Video Editing showed their newest video, where images and memes accompanied some folk music by Simon and
Garfunkle. Afterward, Priya Devavaram performed a wonderful song with her beautiful voice; I cannot tell you how much
talent she’s got! Nice job Priya! After that, Story Theater showed us a preview of “What really happened to Humpty Dumpty”,
where Humpty’s younger brother investigates what really caused Humpty to fall off that wall. Following that, Contemporary
Dance performed; and they were amazing! I really enjoyed watching that, because all of the dancers are so talented! To end
our show, the Scarecrow, Tin Man, and Dorothy had to head back home, right before a reminder that pajama day is on
Wednesday!
~ Madison M.

MAD LIBS
First day of middle school
The first day of middle _______ is always the _______ day of your life. You _____ into school feeling _________.
Place
Adjective
Verb
Adjective
You hope no one sees your ______ on your _____and your _____ backpack. You realize your home room is on the
Noun
Body Part
Noun
______ floor. You walk up the stairs and ______ right in front of the _______ graders. They _______ and ______
Number
Verb
Number
Verb
Verb
your _____ backpack. As you get up you find that the ____graders ________in your hair. When you finally get the
Adjective
Number
Adjective
_____ out of your hair, you are _____ for class. After ____minutes of running to find your ______, your teacher gives
Noun
Verb
Number
Place
you ________ . She sends you to the________ row. You __________ _________ by raising your _________ and
Noun
Number
Verb
Pronoun
Body Part
each time _______ gives you a __________ look. You Suddenly realized you haven’t ________ in a week!! You
Pronoun
Adjective
Verb
get up to use the ________ when you realize your _______is down. Everybody starts _____ and you are so _____that
Place
Noun
Verb ing
Adjective
You _____ a _____. This has been the _______ day of middle ________ in the entire _________!!!!!!
Verb Noun
Adjective
Place
Noun
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HERBERT THE HEDGEHOG PART 11
Herbert peered inside the
den. “Mom?” he asked into the
blackness. Nobody answered.
Helena came to stand beside
him.
“It’s abandoned,” she
whispered to her brother.
Herbert nodded. “I wonder what happened.”
“We should look for clues,” Herbert announced.
Helena agreed, and they each set off, sniffing the ground for
trails. Suddenly Herbert found a footprint. Then another one.
More. He followed the trail of prints until he discovered that
they ended. It looked like they had been swept away. So he
started to head back to the den, when suddenly he heard a peep
from inside the stalks of the meadow. He paused. There was
another peep.
“Hello?” he murmured. “Is anyone there?” He crept
closer. He was frightened. He was getting closer to the peeping.
Finally he shoved aside the stalks and was surprised and joyful
to find what had made the peeping noise. It was Herbert’s
mother!
TO BE CONTINUED…

THE BASEBALLER
Hi, each day I write about a different baseball team
and the players who are injured. So if you want to hear
about a specific team, put it in my folder.
The Red Sox are (4937) which means they’ve won 49
games and lost 37.
Here are all the people on the Red Sox who are hurt:
Xander bogaertsBruised Right Hand
Roenis EliasRight Intercostal
Marco HernandezShoulder Surgery
Brock HoltVertigo (having episodes of dizziness and/or
sensations of spinning)
Eduardo RodriguezRight Knee Subluxation
Robbie RossLeft Elbow Inflammation
Josh RutledgeConcussion
Pablo sandovalLeft Inner Ear Infection

Classroom Spies: Improv
Hello CAAPers! We got a suggestion to spy on Improv. We
were thrilled since we have always wanted to do Improv
we just were too busy doing suggestions! It´s an awesome
class! So here is the basic outline of the class. When they
get there they have 5 mins of chill. Then, they play a warm
up game with Zach the CIT. After, they play a fun game
such as Wa and Hall of Saints. Then Kevin does what Kevin
does. (Don't ask. I am really confused too.) So basically
that is what Improv does. Hope this informed your juicy
little brains. (That's just what I thought of sooo… lol).
Anyways have an amazing day! Classroom Spies signing off!
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Surprising Facts about Princesses Part 2
1.
2.

Pocahontas is the only Disney princess with a tattoo.
Elsa was supposed to be the villain in Frozen, but the
creators loved “Let It Go” so much that they let her be
good and they changed Hans to be the badguy.
3. Tiana from The Princess and the Frog is the only
Disney princess that has dimples.
4. “Part of Your World” was almost cut out of The Little
Mermaid.
5. Hans from Frozen at age 23 is the oldest Disney villain.
6. Aladdin was originally supposed to be modeled after
Michael J. Fox, but later the creators decided to model
him after Tom Cruise
7. Aurora from Sleeping Beauty has the least lines and
time onscreen compared to all of the other Disney
princesses.
8. Before the movie Brave came along, Ariel was the only
princess to have siblings.
9. Whenever Aladdin lies the feather on his turban falls
forward.
10. Elsa is the only official Disney Princess that isn’t a
teenager. She is 21!
11. Snow White is the youngest Disney princess at 14
years old.
12. Rapunzel has the largest eyes out of all of the Disney
princesses.
13. The code “A113” appears many times throughout
Disney and Pixar films.
14. The moment when Elsa steps out of her castle while
singing “Let It Go” took 132 hours to create,
People have been wondering that if Olaf had melted for Anna,
would that have been an act of kindness? What do you think?
By: Sophia Liu
Citations: https://www.buzzfeed.com http://www.eonline.com

The real random column
Hello fellow caapetens today i will write about
the last offensive thing that happened to me. I
think the last offensive thing that happened to me
was when i found nothing in my folder. My second
note is ‘’can i travel back in time? how?” First of
all, it is very easy to travel back in time. Here are
some ways you can do it.
● Put on headphones and think
about what happened 5 day ago.
● Threaten your friend until he
tells you what happened 5 days
ago.
● Ride backwards on a treadmill.
● Fly to somewhere where it is 8 hours
earlier.
● Wait a year
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The Anonymouse
Hello and welcome! My column will accept any
questions you have. From pet questions, to how to get your
parents to buy you that new game that is rated M. Submit any
questions you may have and I will do my best to answer them, I
will also give my opinion on your question and if you write any
name I will mention it. (whether or not it is yours.)

The Cooking Column: Chocolate Glazed Donuts
Ingredients
● 2 tablespoons melted butter
● 2-3 tablespoons milk
● 1 tablespoon corn syrup
● ¼ cup melted chocolate chips
● 1 cup powdered sugar
● 2 cups canola oil, for frying
● 1 8-ct package refrigerated
biscuit dough

The Video Game Review Guy
Hello, once again, here we are in this fourth week
of CAAP. Man, does time y.
So, today, I’m taking a look at a kind of game:
today’s Google Doodle! For those of you who don’t know,
Google Doodles are made to honor people or events. If
you click on the “new tab” button in google chrome, it will
usually show you the day’s google doodle, right above
the search bar.
Today’s google doodle is celebrating the
Women’s Cricket World Cup! The doodle is a small
minigame modeled after the game of cricket, and the
players are...crickets! (and snails.) It’s fun and easy to
play, and after playing, it gives you a choice to play again
or search the Women’s Cricket World Cup on Google to
bring you more info. Check it out. As there is nothing in
my folder (whyyyyyyyy?) this is the end of the article.
Goodbye!
Marshawn Lynch
Marshawn Lynch has been convinced to come out
of retirement by the Oakland Raiders.Marshawn
Lynch has some motivation to come out of
retirement, as Oakland is his home city. He retired
a ter his 2014-15 season for the Seahawks. He had a
total of 1,723 rushing yards, and 16 touchdowns.
Marshawn Lynch is known for many things,
including his love for Skittles. Marshawn Lynch
loves Skittles so much that his fans would throw them at him when
Lynch was on the eld. His love for Skittles began when he played
Pop Warner Football as a kid.(Pop Warner is tackle football)His mom
would give him Skittles if he won his games and ever since he loved
Skittles. Another thing Lynch is known for is a play he had against
the New Orleans Saints where he ran for a 67 yard touchdown down
the sidelines, breaking nine tackles which ultimately provided the
winning margin of the Seahawks’ wildcard game. The play is called
the “beast quake” because his nickname was “beast mode”.
He recreated that play in 2011 against the Arizona
Cardinals. Lynch has his success as a football player because he has
great balance, good speed, good agility, and he is short so he is even
harder to tackle than he already was. That makes a very well rounded
running back.Marshawn Lynch a fantastic running back and I’m glad
he is back out of retirement. By Leo C-A
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1.
2.

3.

Directions
Pour 2 cups canola oil into a medium sized saucepan and
begin heating on medium-low heat
Open the biscuit dough and separate. To make bar, gently
stretch the biscuit into an oblong shape, and opposed to the
round shape they come in. To make regular circle donut
shape, separate each biscuit and cut out a small circle in
the center of each biscuit using a biscuit cutter, or a soda
bottle cap.
Combine butter, milk , and corn syrup in a small bowl. Whisk
in the melted chocolate chips and powdered sugar until
smooth. ( you can microwave the chocolate chips or melt
them on the stove, but if you do it in the microwave stir
every 10 seconds for about 1 minute) Glaze will set up, so
return it to the microwave if needed to soften and whisk
smooth again.

The Rant Column
Today I am going to rant about chromebooks. It is so
annoying that we have to use these pathetic little pieces of
plastic. I mean we used to have thousands of dollars in
electronics and they were replaced with $239 chromebooks
because that makes sense. Also viruses get on Chromebooks
so much easier than Macs. Imagine you write an entire
book on google docs and BAM your chromebook gets a
virus and breaks down you get a new one but you forget the
password to your account all of your work gone. You know
how there are missing Chromebooks? Well if we still had
our macs there would be no missing computers! They were
so big they wouldn’t be able to move and they were plugged
into the wall. Don’t even get me started on google drive. I
mean come on! Microso t word was way better because, I
mean, it was way easier to edit on microso t word and we
all didn’t have to share the same email on the macs. Also no
one would be going on anyone else’s document. I was
working on one of my rants and I found a random person
on my doc! That never happened on the Macs. There is also
no caps lock on Chromebooks so I can’t express how angry I
am if there was a caps lock I would have this entire rant in
caps.
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The Secret Quiz Column

Camp Days #2
Charlie flopped down on the top bunk and sighed. “ Why did
you come to camp?” Charlie asked. “My parents just
produced and directed a new movie called ‘Spike’.” I
answered. “Omg! I love that movie!” Charlie exclaimed.
“That’s my point. So many people loved it they paid tons of
money to see it, so my parents became rich. All my friends
turned their backs on me thinking I was a snobby rich girl.
What about you?” Charlie sighed again.
“My Dads just got divorced. One moved to Australia
and one stayed in New Jersey. They both wanted my older
sister Sam, my younger sister Pat and me to live with them.
They had been going through a lot. Also, Sam got dumped by
her boyfriend and Pat got kicked out of school. All I
wanted to do was get away from the drama.” “Hi guys!” A
new girl came skipping into the bunk.”I’m Jo! What’s your
name?” “Paris.” “Charlie,” we both answered. “Hey!” exclaimed
Jo, “We can be the odd names club!!”
Classroom Spies: Jazz 1
Hello CAAPers! It’s the Classroom Spies! Okay so I know we
already did Jazz 1 a week ago. But we got two suggestions to
do Jazz 1. And this time we have even more information! This
amazing class is taught by the amazing Grace and their
fantastic CIT Mary. They are working on their dance “Don’t stop
me now” By Queen. They are “having such a good time” They
are “having a ball.” Those are some lyrics from the song, so I
felt the need to include that! I love the dance! They are so
amazing. I loved some certain parts of the dance but I don’t
want to give it away. They are performing on Tuesday. By the
way they have the same top as in the dance from Jazz 1 a few
years ago “Carwash.” It will look fabulous. Hope this informed
you about Jazz 1! Please leave suggestions in our folder right
outside the OTT room. Classroom Spies signing off...

Captaloo
Once there was a man name Mr. Ca. His son’s name
is Pta, and Mr. Pta’s son name is Loo, and Mr. Loo’s son name
is… Captaloo! [ Ca +Pta +Loo = Captaloo ]. Mr. Captaloo said,
“I have money!” Then he showed a sign like this: $ Then he
saw a spider holding a paper. It wrote on the paper:
$&$-@,reserch : $&$-@ in T&T supermarket+Family
mart.#13910453628721* By,the $&$’s guest, Joxi Jofy-joe the spider.
The spider’s name is Joxi. Mr. Captaloo went to the T&T
Family Mart and got the $&$-@. Then he got an ant and a
robot. He drove the robot to the bank. When he almost
opened the door. A bandit raced out. He was holding a huge
bag. Captaloo raced into his robot. The robot step into the
bandit. The bandit is dead! Captaloo lived happily ever a ter.
The End.
By Arthur Wang

This article theme is: What Animal Are You?
You would spend your days…
Your hobbies include...
A:With friends
A: Throwing a ball around
B: Swimming
B: Playing games
C: At Home
C: sleeping
D: Alone
D: looking for things
Answer:
Answer:
Your favorite food is…
A: Meat
B:Vegetables
D: Cheese
C: Fish

Your favorite sport is…
A: Track and Field
B: Diving
C: Please, I don’t do sports
D: Running

Answers:
If you got mostly A’s you are a dog
If you got mostly B’s you are a dolphin
If you got mostly C’s you are a cat
if you got mostly D’s you are a mouse

Two Truths and a Lie
I went around to six different people and asked them to tell me
three things about themselves. Two of the thing will be true and
one will be a lie. Can you guess which is a lie?
1. Sophia Cukras

I’ve been on a swim team for five years

I’ve been to California twenty times

I have two dogs
2. Charlotte Hanselman

I hate dogs

I’m afraid of Trump

Fidget spinners are my archenemy
3. Kippy Dewey

I love plain croissants

I have a pet parrot

My favorite color is purple
4. Violet Curcio

I’ve been to New York

I go to Canobie Lake Park on the last day of school
every year

I have a dog
5. Brian Oneil

I have a cat

I’ve been doing theater for nine years

This is my first year at CAAP
6. Marcy Sacks

I have three sons

I have been to India

I can spin a basketball on my finger
What do you think is the lie for each person? Leave your
answers in my folder! by Elijah Rhyne
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Pet Wizard

Burrito Battles:

Hello everyone! Today’s edition
of the Pet Wizard will contain eight
questions! Thank you so much for EIGHT
questions! Keep it up! The rst question
is… “Did unicorns exist?” Tens of thousands of years ago,
unicorns did, in fact, exist. They were just more hideous than
you’d ever imagine. Next question is... “Do big dogs or little
dogs make better pets?” It depends on your personality. If you
would like to snuggle with your dog and let it sleep in your lap,
then you would maybe get a smaller dog. If you don't want that,
then get a big dog. The third question is… “My neighbor lets
their dog run loose and the dog is really scary. What do I
do?” You should talk to your neighbor about this and ask if they
will go to the park or a eld and let there dog run around there.
If that does not work then try to avoid contact with that dog. If it
gets really bad, then call Animal Control. The next question is…
“what are those things on Giraffe heads that
look like ears but aren't?” They are called
“ossicones” and both male and female gira es have them. They
are formed by ossi ed cartilage and are covered in skin. The
next question is… “My cat only cares about food. He is not
interested in anything else! I can't feed him 24/7!
WHAT DO I DO!!!!” Try to get a automatic feeder that is
connected to your phone. Also try to play with him. You might
want to check in with the vet to make sure nothing is wrong with
him. Again, the next question is… “How do some animals blend in with
their surroundings?” They have special cells in their skin. They
“detect” and “respond” by adjusting the amount and types of
pigments. The second to last question is… “Why do cats
scratch furniture, and how can you stop them?” Cats
scratch for many reasons, but one is to get of that dead outer
layer of their claws, and to mark territory. Get a scratching post
so it can still scratch, but it won't scratch things that you don't
want it to scratch, like furniture. The LAST question is… “I need to
brush my cat but he won’t let me. What do I do!?” Sadly, even though
my knowledge stretches far and wide, I STILL cannot answer
that question. Good luck! Today’s hashtag is
#LOTS-OF-QUESTIONS!! Again, thank you for the questions and
that's all for now! --THE PET WIZARD

The Riddle Column
Hi again, The answer to yesterday’s riddle is:
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An egg.

Today’s riddle is: Lives in winter, dies in summer, and grows
with its roots upward. What is it? PUT the answer in our folder
The Coded Column:2
A=X, B=Y, C=Z, D=A, E=B, F=C, G=D, H=E, I=F, J=G, K=H, L=I, M=J, N=K,
O=L, P=M, Q=N, R=O, S=P, T=Q, U=R, V=S, W=T, X=U, Y=V, Z=W,
Code: FDDS LV DZHVRPH! ZKDW LV BRXU IDYRULWH FODVV? L OLNH
WKHP DOO! EBH! EB WKH FRGHG SHRSOH...
____ __ _______! ____ __ ____ ________ _____? _ ____
____ ___! ___! __ ___ _____ ______...

As most of you know, about one year or so ago, Boca
Grande, a small restaurant in Coolidge Corner closed down. Its
closing wreaked havoc among my neighborhood because we
had all come to love this family place. In my school, however,
there had already been a separation. Since Boca Grande and
Anna’s Taqueria were so close by, the grade was divided by
Boca’s and Anna’s. The morning Boca Grande closed without
warning, only some people cared. After a while my family came
to trying Los Amigo’s, the restaurant that replaced Boca Grande. I
took one bite and spit it out. Cold in the middle, ingredients I
hadn’t asked for; it was an utter disappointment. After a week of
emotional recovery, I tried Anna’s and it was surprisingly good.
Anna’s may not have been as good as Boca Grande but
de nitely better than Los Amigo’s. -Maya Shavit

Hiroo Onoda Part 2
(If you haven‛t read the previous Hiroo Onoda then get a
issue #10 from the OTT room and read it because this
leaves off exactly after it) The soldiers continued to do
their sworn duty in the jungle. But, eventually after 5 years
in the jungle one of the soldiers decided to surrender
(Akatsu). So in 1949 he slipped away and, after 6 months in
the jungle he successfully surrendered to “Allied Troops”.
Because of this though the group of soldiers became more
cautious and went into deeper hiding. Then one of them died
at a skirmish at the beach (Shimada). So it was only poor
Onoda and Kozuka. 17 more years pasted as they awaited the
arrival of Japanese troops to use their intelligence. On
October, 1972, after 27 years of hiding, Kozuka died at the
hands of a Filipino patrol. The Japanese obviously thought
they were both long dead ,but, when they got the body of
Kozuka they thought there may be a slim chance that Onoda
was alive. They sent a search party in 1972 but since Onoda
27 years in the jungle he evaded them easily. FINALLY, in
1974 a COLLEGE STUDENT, Nario Suzuki, had a list of
things to do. He wanted to find Onoda, a panda, and The
Abominable Snowman. He went to the island and shockingly
found Onoda and his dwelling place. He tried to persuade
Onoda but he refused. He had orders from his commanding
officer that he would return no matter what. He had killed,
stolen, and injured for almost 30 years. Suzuki then traveled
back to Japan and found his commanding officer, now
retired at a bookstore, and the officer said to give up and
surrender. He also told him the war ended. This of course
came as a crushing blow on Onoda. He had been killing
innocents for almost 30 years? This also meant that his
fellow troops died for nothing. He was cleared of his crimes
as he had thought he was at war the whole time. So in 1975
at the age of 52 Onoda marched out of the jungle in full
uniform to live his life normally.
-Random Guy :^)
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